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A fractured fairytale takes a classic story and tells it from a new angle. These 
stories provide great opportunities to introduce children to storytelling techniques 
and how altering some elements ‘like character perspective’ can reshape a story. 

Here’s a round-up of our fractured fairytales from Kaye Umansky:

 
Prince Frog Face 
Illustrated by Ben Whitehouse

In this spin on The Frog Prince, Prince Valentine of Romantica 
is having a bad day. All the princesses who auditioned to 
be his girlfriend have horrible shoes, no one appreciates his 
hobbies (collecting royal mugs, making matchstick structures 
and looking fabulously blingtastic at all times), and now an 

ugly old woman has turned him into a frog.

 
The Wickedest Witch in the World 
Illustrated by Gerald Kelley

In this Hansel and Gretel retelling, Old Maggit reckons she’ll 
win the Wickedest Witch Contest this year as she has a 
master plan: capture two little children and, well, she hasn’t 
got that far yet. But the two kids she lures into her new 
gingerbread, icing-covered abode are complete brats. And her 

home makeover wasn’t such a good idea either: 

“A sweet house has its downsides, to tell the truth. Small forest animals and 
insects tend to get stuck to it. I was always going round peeling off rabbits and 
small hedgehogs and picking off flies.”

PART 1 WHAT IS A FRACTURED FAIRYTALE?
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The Stepsisters’ Story 
Illustrated by Mike Phillips

At last Cinderella’s two ugly stepsisters have a chance to 
explain their side of the story. Lardine and Angula are sure the 
prince will fall in love with them, even if one of them “looks like 
a coat-stand and has feet like Cornish pasties” and the other’s 
not much better – with hilariously horrid personalities to 

match.

The Queen’s Tale 
Illustrated by Alexandre Honore

It’s hard not to sympathise with the Evil Queen in this retelling 
of Snow White. After all, who could put up with this drippy 
nonsense all day?

“I shall pick some flowers,” said Snow White. “And then I shall go 
and play with my friends, the forest animals. I do love them so. But first, I shall 
sing you a little song I made up about bunnies. It’s got a dance that goes with it.”

 
The 13th Fairy 
Illustrated by Stefano Tambellini

Everyone has the Sleeping Beauty story all wrong. 
Grimbleshanks only wanted to curse the baby princess a little 
and then it got completely out of hand. This never would have 
happened if the Good Fairies hadn’t been so rude.
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Point of view is a key concept in creative writing. Even when a story is not told in 
the first person, the action is generally seen through the eyes of one character at 
a time. Point of view may switch from chapter to chapter or scene to scene but it 
is important that it is consistent within each individual section. One way to look at 
it is the author borrowing a character’s eyes, brain and feelings to explain what is 
happening in the story.

This activity uses The Stepsisters’ Story by Kaye Umansky to develop 
understanding of point of view.

BACKGROUND
In The Stepsisters’ Story there are three points of view – Lardine’s, Angula’s and 
Cinderella’s. Lardine and Angula are Cinderella’s stepsisters. Lardine and Angula’s 
points of view never agree with Cinderella’s, and often they don’t agree with each 
other either – in fact, they both squabble about things the other has said.

GETTING STARTED
Read from “I have to admit” at the bottom of P7 to the end of Chapter One.

The chapter is told from Lardine’s point of view. From Lardine’s point of view 
Lardine and Angula have very good manners, and Cinderella has bad manners and 
makes a fuss at the dinner table.

Very often the thing that makes The Stepsisters’ Story funny is that Lardine and 
Angula’s points of view are not the same as the reader’s point of view. Look for 
four pieces of evidence from P7 to P11 that Lardine and Angula have very bad 
manners indeed!

WRITING ACTIVITY
Write this section of The Stepsisters’ Story again from Cinderella’s point of view. 
Start with this sentence:

PART 2 POINT OF VIEW

“I couldn’t believe how much Lardine and Angula ate at tea-time…”
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A writer’s ‘voice’ is the quality that makes him or her unique. One way to begin 
to introduce the concept of voice is to work on first-person narratives in which 
students assume the voice of a character. Fractured fairytales are ideal because 
they offer ready-made structures and character outlines to play with.

Kaye Umansky explains that she always begins with her characters’ voices:

 
“I’m no artist, and never think visually. I only have a vague idea what my 
characters look like. But I do know what they sound like. Their voices ring in 
my head. Getting the pitch, rhythm and accent right is essential. Until I know 
how they speak, I don’t know them. When I find the right voice, everything 
else falls into place.

I borrow voices from people I know and people I hear on the radio or TV – 
or walking along the street. One of my books features a crow who channels 
the rich, southern tones of the comedian Reginald D Hunter. Another has a 
giantess who has been gifted with the motherly voice of Margaret, who used 
to be my ironing lady.”

 
As Kaye explains, we need to ‘hear’ a voice in our heads before we can write it 
down. 

The drama game Mah-meh-mee-meh can help develop this idea.

Instructions

1. Teach your students the phrase ‘Mah-meh-mee-meh-mah-maw-
moo-maw-mah’.

2. Everyone chants the phrase together until they can say it fluently 
and without thinking.

3. Explain that this is a whole new language, which the students can 
use to communicate different things simply by changing the letter 
‘m’ for another letter. You will begin by complaining about bad 
service in a cafe. You will all be well-to-do ladies who are not at 

PART 3 DEVELOPING VOICE WITH FIRST PERSON
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all pleased with your cucumber sandwiches and tea. This time, 
you will use the letter ‘t’ – ‘Tah-teh-tee-teh-tah-taw-too-taw-
tah’. Lead the children in chanting this with an ‘uppity’ tone to 
communicate displeasure. You may add in additional finger-waving 
to complete the impression of scolding.

4. Now you are going to use the letter ‘p’ – ‘Pah-peh-pee-peh-pah-
paw-poo-paw-pah’. You are going to play a character who has 
just been told the Moon is made of cheese and is reacting with 
disbelief and denying it is true. Head-shaking will help complete 
this exercise.

5. Keep playing with different letters and characters as follows:

 ˚ ‘g’ – a baby feeling immensely sorry for itself due to a wet 
nappy

 ˚ ‘k’ – a person telling an immensely funny story who is unable to 
stop laughing.

 ˚ ‘w’ – a parent who is furious with his or her child for some 
transgression.

 ˚ ‘sh’ – a spy trying to communicate an urgent message in 
whispers.

Now you are going to build on this game by moving on to use actual language 
to further develop some of these characters. Sort your class into pairs and share 
the Fractured Fairytale character sheets with them. Each pair should choose a 
character to work on.

Working together, students write a short piece in the voice of the character, based 
on the information given on the sheets. They should keep the tone they established 
in the mah-meh-mee-meh exercise in mind and think about the sort of words and 
language that might communicate that tone.

You may wish to model a character yourself with very unconfident students.

When everyone is finished, use peer review to share and improve work.

 
 
 
For accompanying activity sheet, please see Part 5: Activity Sheets
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Here’s more from Kaye Umansky on how she created the voices in Prince Frog 
Face:

 
“Valentine – aka Prince Frog Face – is, of course, jolly posh. It’s all “jolly 
well” this and “jolly well” that. Sniffy. Haughty. Bossy.  Full of a misplaced 
sense of importance. That’s him. He deserves everything he gets, with a 
voice like that.

Mrs Sagacity, the wise woman, is very down to earth. In my head, she’s a bit 
Sarf London. My next-door neighbour’s mum spoke like her. Unsurprisingly, 
she takes exception to Valentine’s snooty attitude. She’s not afraid to speak 
her mind. And so she should. She’s wise. We could all learn from people like 
her.

The three toads – Tatiana, Tiffany and Tina-Louse – talk like teenagers. If 
they didn’t live underwater, they’d probably have mobile phones. As girls do, 
they get a lot of fun from ganging up to sneer at Valentine.

Princess Eugenia is also posh. Rude, too. And spoiled.

The only really sweet character is the polite, kindly, pony loving Princess 
Hortense, who makes a brief appearance at the end. She speaks like my 
daughter, who is lovely.”

OTHER IDEAS
With KS3 children, telling a story from the point of view of an unusual character 
and in the form of ‘tweets’ could be an interesting project…
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PART 4 FAIRYTALE TYPE BINGO!

Has it ever occurred to you that there are not many fairies in fairytales? Another 
way to refer to these stories is traditional stories or traditional tales.

Some stories appear in different forms all over the world. The bones of these 
stories are the same but some of the details are different in different versions. The 
bones of the story we know as Cinderella, for example, are as follows:

 ˚ a kind girl suffers at the hands of her stepfamily

 ˚ a magic guardian helps her to overcome these problems and to 
make her wishes come true

 ˚ the girl is given magical or very beautiful clothes or shoes, and one 
item of clothing or one shoe is used to prove her true worth.

Print out our story sheets and read the stories. There are three versions of 
Cinderella, three of Snow White and three of the Enchanted Wife. Can you fill your 
bingo card with tale names?

For accompanying activity sheet, please see Part 5: Activity Sheets
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PART 5 ACTIVITY SHEETS
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